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7 Estate Drive, Acton Park, Tas 7170

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 7 Area: 4497 m2 Type: House
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Contact agent

Welcome to 7 Estate Drive, Acton Park!  This beautifully presented property offers a modern and functional floor plan,

featuring four spacious bedrooms, 4th bedroom has also been used as a second living and two stunning bathrooms,

multiple living areas with a country feel, and only a stroll to Seven Mile Beach. The master bedroom boasts an ensuite

bathroom a perfect retreat for your relaxation and privacy. The further bedrooms provide ample space for family

members or guests, ensuring everyone has their own comfortable sanctuary.The main bathroom has also been tastefully

remodelled, showcasing high-quality fixtures and finishes that add a touch of elegance to your daily routine. The

open-plan living area is thoughtfully designed, offering a seamless flow between the living, dining, and kitchen areas. This

allows for easy interaction and creates a spacious atmosphere perfect for entertaining or enjoying quality time with loved

ones. The functional kitchen is a chef's dream, equipped with modern appliances, ample storage space, and a sleek design

that makes cooking a pleasure.Step outside onto the outdoor patio, which connects to the dining area, creating an

indoor-outdoor living experience. The established easy-care gardens add a touch of beautiful colours and greenery to the

property.The property features level land and has been well-designed to maximise an array of uses, making it suitable for

various activities and offering endless possibilities for customization. Additionally, the generous parking can easily

accommodate a boat or caravan, ensuring your adventurous spirit is well accommodated.Located in close proximity to the

picturesque Seven Mile Beach and fantastic local golf courses, this property offers a desirable coastal and rural lifestyle.

Furthermore, with Hobart CBD and the waterfront precinct just a short 20-minute drive away, you can enjoy the

convenience of city amenities while relishing the tranquility of suburban living.Don't miss the opportunity to make 7

Estate Drive your new home. Contact us today to discover more about this impressive property has  to offer.The

information contained herein has been supplied to us and we have no reason to doubt its accuracy, however, cannot

guarantee it. Accordingly, all interested parties should make their own enquiries to verify this information.


